Abstract: This paper tests the hypothesis that the links and dependency relationships between China and her special regions have changed over the past 20 years with the industrialisation of China, and the emergence of Taiwan as a source of investment and sophisticated manufactures, and Hong Kong as financial centre and supplier of services.
Introduction
China has long claimed political jurisdiction over her two special regions, Hong Kong and Taiwan. But can the same claim be made for a natural jurisdiction over their economies?
This paper tries to reach a judgment on that issue; we do not touch the politics of it.
Ironically, it would appear that the local populations of these regions have come to accept the economic arguments for integration or a closer relationship with China, especially since the 2008 elections in Taiwan; but remain unconvinced by the political arguments. This is based no doubt on the economic reality that the emergence of China as one of the world's largest trading economies, the increasing sophistication of Taiwan as an investment and manufacturing centre, and of Hong Kong as a supplier of finance, investment and services, has changed the dependency relationships between many economies in the Asia-Pacific region. It used to be that the US was regarded at the dominant economy in the region, and hence the locomotive, or economy of first resort, through her big consumption of final and intermediate products, trade in sophisticated manufactures, and her supply of investment capital and financial stability when exchange rates were fixed.
But the rise of China as a major supplier of cheap manufactures and intermediates, of Taiwan as a provider of sophisticated manufactures and source of investment, and Hong Kong as financier and supplier of services may have changed all that. These two economies may have become just as important as trading partners and locomotives for China; and all three may have significant spillovers on the US. Moreover their rapidly expanding stocks of foreign assets, acquired through the large and continuing trade imbalances in the region, gives them a certain influence over monetary conditions and financial stability.
These are the changes we wish to test for here. Enhanced trade and integration effects will come in three parts: increased economic convergence (coherence, correlation); increased impact (or spillovers) from developments in one economy onto another; and stronger lead/lag relationships between economies (a lead for those supplying materials or inter-mediate inputs; a lag for those consuming manufactures, services, or supplying investment goods or finance), as shown in Chaplygin et al (2006) . We examine all three in this context; focusing on measures of coherence, gain and phase shifts respectively. We can then ask: to what extent are growth cycles becoming more correlated in the Chinese economic area? Is there evidence of cyclical convergence at the business cycle frequency, or at any other frequencies? Does that imply a common business cycle?
We are therefore engaged in an exercise in identifying the linkages between the economies of the Chinese economic area. We are not aware that this has been attempted before, although recent papers have tried to examine the relationships between China and her OECD neighbours.
1 At present a selective reading of the convergence literature could lead to almost any conclusion, and to find an appropriate way to measure the extent and characteristics of the linkages/dependencies between economies is an important problem. In this paper we show how to use a time-varying spectral analysis to determine the degree of convergence at different frequencies and cycles, even where data samples are small and where structural breaks and changing structures are a part of the story. The inconclusive results obtained in the past, particularly for the Euro area, may have been the result of using a correlation analysis which averages the degree of contemporaneous convergence across all frequencies. That is problematic because two economies could share a trend or short term shocks, but show no coherence between their business cycles. 2 Or because they share similar cycles; but one is a supplier of inputs or capital to the other, so they are out of phase. That would imply low or possibly negative contemporaneous correlations, and give no picture of the true linkage or dependence between them.
In theory, neoclassical growth models show that every economy approaches a steadystate income level determined by the discount rate, the elasticity of factor substitution, the depreciation rate, capital share, and population growth. Once at the steady-state, the economy grows at a constant rate. Thus, to the extent that the determinants of the steady-state are similar across economies, convergence is to be expected. But if those determinants are different, they will not converge. Thus, Mankiw et al. (1992) , Dowrick and Nguyen (1989) , Wolff (1991) , Barro and Sala-I-Martin (1991; , and Quah (1993) find evidence of convergence for a sample of OECD countries at similar levels of development over the years . But they reject that hypothesis in a wider sample of 75 economies whose structures and levels of uncertainty vary a good deal more. Similarly, Chauvet and Potter (2001) report that the US business cycle was in line with the G7 from the mid 70s, but diverged thereafter. Likewise Stock and Watson (2002; , Hughes find divergence caused by structural breaks, and argue that cyclical convergence is a global rather than regional phenomenon. In that vein, Artis and Zhang (1997) , and Prasad (1999) have all argued that if exchange rates are pegged, and trade and financial links intensify, business cycles are likely to converge. But in practice, Inklaar and de Haan (2000) do not find any evidence for a common business cycle in the Eurozone.
Likewise Gerlach (1989) , and Baxter and Kouparitsas (2005) , find no evidence of convergence among the OECD economies as exchange rates stabilised or trade increased (see also: Doyle and Faust, 2003; Kalemli-Ozcan et al., 2001; Peersman and Smets, 2005) provide further evidence in the same direction 3 .
A common feature of all the studies cited above is that the results are sensitive to: a) the choice of coherence measure (correlation, concordance index); b) the choice of cyclical measure (classical, deviation or growth cycles); and c) the detrending measure used (linear, Hodrick-Prescott filter, band pass etc). This sensitivity to the detrending technique is a serious difficulty highlighted in particular by Canova and Dellas (1993) and Canova (1998) . The advantages of using a time-frequency approach are therefore:
i) It does not depend on any particular detrending technique, so we are free of the lack of robustness found in many recent studies.
ii) Our methods also do not have an "end-point problem" -no future information is used, implied or required as in band-pass or trend projection methods.
iii) There is no arbitrary smoothing parameter, such as in the HP algorithm, equivalent to an arbitrary band-pass selection (Artis et al., 2004) .
iv)
We use a coherence measure which generalises the conventional correlation and concordance measures.
Any spectral approach is tied to a model based on a weighted sum of sine and cosine functions. However, that is not restrictive. Any periodic function may be approximated arbitrarily well over its entire range, and not just around a particular point, by its Fourier expansion (a suitably weighted sum of sine and cosine terms) -and that includes nondifferentiable functions, discontinuities and step functions. Hence, once we have time-varying weights, we can get almost any cyclical shape we want. For example, to get long expansions but short recessions, the typical shape of economic cycles, we need only a regular business cycle plus a longer cycle whose weight increases above trend but decreases below trend (i.e.
varies with the level of activity). This is important because many observers have focused on how the shape of economic cycles has changed over time in terms of amplitude, duration and slope (Harding and Pagan, 2001; Peersman and Smets, 2005; Stock and Watson, 2002) .
Hence a time-varying spectral approach, capable of separating out changes at different cyclical frequencies in the economy, will be needed to provide the flexibility to capture these features. Similarly, a time varying approach will be necessary if we are to accommodate the structural breaks which must be expected with China emerging as one of the world's largest trading economies; and with the increasing sophistication of the Taiwanese economy in terms of trade in manufactures, components and investment; with increasing financial integration, investment flows and services offered by Hong Kong; changes to the size and composition of trade imbalances with the US; changes to the supply chain of components or inputs to/from China and Taiwan; and a strengthening of monetary institutions. However, if these changes argue for a time-varying approach to measuring the coherence between national economies, then they also argue for a decomposition of the different cycles that make up an economy's performance. One would not expect increased linkages through traded components or manufactures to affect those economies at the same cyclical frequencies as those due to long term investment or short term financing. Hence our choice of a time-frequency approach.
The paper is structured as follows: the next section describes our approach in the time domain. Section 2.2 gives a brief introduction in the time-frequency approach, section 2.3 explains our technique with respect business cycle relationships, and section 3 presents the results for the individual countries/regions, whilst section 4 presents the results with respect to the interdependencies of the different countries/regions. Finally, section 5 concludes.
Empirical Techniques

Estimation in the Time Domain
For countries in the Asia-Pacific region, and for the US itself, GDP will be expressed in US dollars over the entire sample. We use the IMF's International Financial Statistics data base to ensure that price deflations, seasonal adjustment and exchange rate conversions are applied consistently to each country. Growth rates are then defined, using real GDP data, as:
Next we employ a two step procedure. As Evans and Karras (1996) Wells, 1996) 4 . Given these starting values, we can then estimate the parameter values using the Kalman filter. We then employ a general to specific approach to obtain a final specification for (2.2), eliminating insignificant lags using the strategy specified in the next paragraph below. The maximum number of lags was determined by the Akaike Criterion (AIC), and was found to be nine in each case. Each time we ran a new regression we used a new set of initial parameter values. Then, for each regression we applied a set of diagnostic tests, shown in the tables in the Appendix, to confirm the final specification found. The final parameter values are therefore filtered estimates, independent of their start values.
Using the specification above implies that we get a set of parameter values for each point in time. Hence, a particular parameter could be significant for all points in time; or at some periods but not others; or it might never be significant. These parameter changes are at the heart of this paper as they imply changes in the lag structure and hence changes in the spectral results. We therefore employed the following testing strategy: if a particular lag was 4 Using the entire sample implies that we neglect possible structural breaks. The initial estimates might therefore be biased. The Kalman filter however corrects for this bias since, as Wells (1996) shows, the Kalman filter will converge to the true parameter values independently of the initial values. And choosing initial values which are "close" to the true values accelerates this convergence. Hence we employ an OLS estimate to start this process; and our start values have no effect on the parameter estimates by the time we get to 1990. Our results are robust.
6 never significant then this lag was dropped from the equation and the model estimated again.
If the AIC criterion was less than before, then that lag was excluded altogether. If a parameter was significant for some periods but not others, it was kept in the equation with a parameter value of zero for those periods in which it was insignificant. This strategy minimised the AIC criterion, and leads to a parsimonious specification. Finally, we tested the residuals in each regression for auto-correlation and heteroscedasticity.
The final specification (2.2) -(2.3) was then validated using two different stability tests. Both tests check for the same null hypothesis (in our case a stable AR(9) specification) against differing temporal instabilities. The first is the fluctuations test of Ploberger et al. (1989) , which detects discrete breaks at any point in time in the coefficients of a (possibly dynamic) regression. The second test is due to LaMotte and McWorther (1978) , and is designed specifically to detect random parameter variation of a specific unit root form (our specification Gabor (1946) , in order to calculate the associated time-varying spectrum.
Spectral Analysis
As a first step we analyse the power spectral density function of the individual countries. The power spectral density function (PSD) shows the strength of the variations (energy) of a time series at each frequency of oscillation. In other words, it decomposes the 5 Note that all our tests of significance, and significant differences in parameters, are being conducted in the time domain, before transferring to the frequency domain. This is because no statistical tests exist for calculated spectra (the data transformations are nonlinear and involve complex arithmetic). Stability tests are important here because our spectra are sensitive to changes in the underlying parameters. But, given the extensive stability and specification tests conducted, we know there is no reason to switch to another model that fails to pass those tests. 6 The fluctuations test works as follows: one parameter value is taken as the reference value, e.g. the last value of the sample. All other observations are now tested whether they significantly differ from that value. In order to do so, Ploberger et al. (1989) As one can see from Figure 1 , a white noise process is characterised by the fact that no specific frequency has a bigger impact than any other frequency, for 0,..., ω = π . Given that the level of GDP is often supposed to be integrated of order one, the spectrum of a differenced GDP variable should look rather like figure 1. However, if the data were dominated by long cycles or business cycles, then the diagram would have higher power (variances) at the low or middle frequency bands respectively; and lower power at the high frequencies.
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In order to calculate the spectrum from an estimated representation of (2.2), we use the Fast Fourier Transform. The Fast Fourier Transform is an efficient algorithm for computing a discrete Fourier transformation, or in our case a Discrete Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) for discrete points in time. In our case it creates a frequency domain representation of the original time domain representation of the data: eqn (2.2). Hence, our analysis of the spectra and coherences that follow are based on a regression done in the time domain, but then transformed into a frequency domain function by the Fourier transform. However, in this paper we also allow the coefficients of our regressions to vary over time. Therefore we derive 7 In the spectral diagrams that follow, we use the term "power" rather than "energy" to denote relative variances. 
The remaining question is what algorithm do we use to calculate the Fast Fourier Transform?
One algorithm often used to calculate the Fast Fourier Transform is the Bluestein algorithm (Bluestein, 1968) , which is also called the chirp z-transform algorithm. In particular, it can compute any transform of the form:
for an arbitrary complex number z and for differing numbers N and M of inputs and outputs (see also : Rabiner et al., 1969) . Hence, the algorithm we apply to calculate the Fast Fourier
Transform is a well-established algorithm and widely used in engineering (Boashash, 2003; Boashash and Reilly, 1992) . It is not commonly used in economics however.
Finally Boashash and Reilly (1992) have shown that, once eq. (2.2) has been estimated, its coefficients α i,t can be used to calculate the short time Fourier Transform and the power spectra directly (by applying the Bluestein algorithm). That has the convenient property that the traditional formulae for the PSD are still valid and may still be used, but they have to be recalculated at each point in time. The time-varying spectrum of the growth rate series can therefore be calculated as follows (see also: Lin, 1997):
where ω is angular frequency and j is a complex number. The main advantage of this method is that, at any point in time, a power spectrum can be calculated instantaneously from the updated parameters of the model. Hence, we are able to generate a power spectrum even if we have a short time series and even if that time series contains structural breaks.
Thus, when we present our empirical results below, they are based on the time-varying STFT calculations. The only difference from figure 1 is that we have to add a time dimension to show how the spectra have changed over time. The result is then a 3-dimensional diagram.
Cross-Spectral Analysis
In this paper we also investigate the linkage between different business cycles. In the frequency domain, the natural tool to do that is the coherence. The spectral coherence ( )
is a statistic that can be used to examine the relation between two signals or data sets. Values of the coherence will always satisfy
. For a strictly proportional linear system with a single input x t and single output y t , the coherence will equal one. If x t and y t are completely unrelated then the coherence will be zero. If is less than one but greater than zero it is an indication that output y t is being produced by input x t as well as by other inputs. Hence, the coherence is nothing else than the R 2 in the frequency domain. Since we are calculating the coherence using the short time Fourier transform, the coherence may also be time-varying. So we have to extend by a time index. For the rest of this paper we will write . where { } t y is an Asian growth rate and { } t x is the US growth rate for example. We assume that they are related in the following way:
where A(L) t and V(L) t are filters, and L is the lag operator such that Lz t = z t-1 . 
As before, we test for the random walk property using the LaMotte-McWorther test. And for structural breaks, we employ the fluctuations test (Ploberger et al., 1989) . Finally, we use our previous general to specific approach to estimate (2.7); starting off with lag lengths of nine and p=q, and dropping those lags which were never significant (as we did before).
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Having estimated the coefficients in (2.8), we can calculate the gain, coherence and cross spectra based on the time-varying spectra just obtained. This allows us to overcome a major difficulty in this kind of analysis: namely that a very large number of observations would usually be necessary to carry out the necessary frequency analysis by direct estimation.
That would be a particular problem in the case of structural breaks, since the sub-samples would typically be too small to allow the associated spectra to be estimated directly.
In Hughes Hallett and Richter (2002; 2003a; 2003b; we use the fact that the time-varying cross spectrum, f YX (ω) t , using the STFT can be written as:
where T(ω) t is the transfer or filter function is defined by (2.7) and calculated as follows:
The last term in (2.9), f XX (ω) t , is the spectrum of predetermined variable. This spectrum may be time varying as well. However, in this paper we are interested in the coherence and in the composition of the changes to that coherence over time. So we need to establish expressions for the coherence and gain between x t and y t to show the degree of association and size of impact of x t on y t . The spectrum of any dependent variable is defined as (Jenkins and Watts, 1968; Laven and Shi, 1993; Nerlove et al., 1995; Wolters, 1980) :
From (2.6) we get the time varying residual spectrum ( ) 
The coherence is equivalent to the R 2 statistic, and the gain the regression coefficient, impact or transmission effect of x t on y t , in the time domain. Thus the coherence measures, for each frequency, the degree of fit between x t and y t : equivalently the R 2 between each of the corresponding cycles in x t and y t . Hence ( ) t A ω and measure the link between two variables at time t. For example, if the coherence has a value of 0.6 at frequency 1.2, then it means that country X's business cycle at frequency of 1.2 determines country Y's business cycle at that point in time by 60%. Similarly a gain of 0.5 means that half the variance in country X's cycle at that frequency is transmitted to Y's business cycle. Neither the gain, nor the coherence take into account shifts in the business cycle: such as the US business cycle leads the Chinese one by 1 quarter. In this paper, we are concerned with the coherence and gain, not with measuring the phase shift elements as such. But we are able to detect changes in phase relationships from changes in the relative importance of different cycles in the cross-spectral components.
Last, but not least, a note on the figures shown with the empirical results in the next two sections. We first present the time-varying spectra and then the coherences and gains.
One can see from these figures that the spectra change. However, one cannot infer directly from those figures that the changes in the spectra are also statistically significant. The figures for the time-varying spectra/cross-spectra have to be accompanied by the fluctuation test results. Once a structural break has been identified by the fluctuations test, the results will show up as a significant change in the associated spectrum or coherence or gain.
Empirical Results: Single Spectra
In this section and the next, we study the spectra and cross-spectra of output growth in selected Asian economies compared to the US, or compared to China, over the past 20 years.
We take the US and China to be the potential leading economies ("economies of first resort") in the Asia-Pacific area and analyse the changing relations between them, and between them and China's special region economies (Hong Kong and Taiwan), since the Asian financial crisis in 1996-7. Similar results for the changing relationships between the US and the UK, and the US vs. the Euro-zone, will be found in Hughes Hallett and Richter (2006) 1977) , Taiwan (1984) , and the US (1982), but later for Malaysia (1990) . The analysis will therefore be restricted to the period following the stock-market and financial crash of 1987.
The Taiwanese data is taken from the Taiwan national statistical service publications.
The resulting data are then fitted to an AR(p) or ADL(p,q) model as described above, and tested for stationarity, statistical significance, and a battery of diagnostic and specification checks before being converted to the spectra and cross-spectra that we need. The time domain regression results and tests are set out in detail in the appendix to this paper.
a) The Core Economies: the US and China. One striking feature of the individual country spectra is that, in both core economies, the trend growth rate does not play an important role in terms of spectral mass. Indeed, taking into account the vertical scale in each diagram, there is very little volatility in output growth of any kind in China after 1987 (figure 3), except at the business cycle frequency, and only then until the period of especially rapid trade growth and trade surpluses from 2004 onwards. This is in stark contrast to the US spectrum (figure 2) which shows the declining power of trend growth after 1987, and mildly increasing volatilities at short or short-to-medium cycle lengths over the same period. There is a clear persistence in her trend growth rates nonetheless. In making these points, we are drawing a clear distinction between persistent trends, meaning events whose effects on performance last a long time before dying away or being over-taken by subsequent events/changes; and constant growth trends whose effects are persistent and always the same in terms of economic performance. Obviously the former implies some variance in the outcomes, if only slowly changing, and hence some long cycle power in the associated spectrum. But the latter implies no effective variance in the outcomes, and hence no power in the corresponding spectrum at low frequencies (or anywhere else).
There may therefore have been change in these economies; but it is not a change that has altered the pattern of growth in the US in any significant way, or the growth patterns in Malaysia meanwhile (figure 6) is different again in that she has power and hence volatility at the business cycle and short cycle frequencies. But this has not changed since 1996; and there is rather little power at long cycles or trend growth. 
Increasing Coherence: China and the Special Regions?
We now turn to the coherence, or correlations, between the economic cycles of our economies at different frequencies, and whether those coherences have increased or decreased over time. These results supply, first, a test of the hypothesis that the Chinese economies form a coherent group, more similar in their performance than with those outside the area, and could therefore be regarded as an emerging single economy. Second, it will show if their dependence on the US has decreased as the strength of the linkages between those in the China group has increased. Third, we can test the argument that, if exchange rates are pegged, then business cycles will converge as trade and financial links intensify. This is an important matter. Artis and Zhang (1997), Prassad (1999) , and Rose (1998, 2002) This section provides empirical evidence on these three hypotheses, with the addition that we can show the frequencies at which any increased spillovers occur. This is an important step because spillovers may occur at certain frequencies and not others, implying that average correlations could appear to increase when the vital linkages at the business cycle frequency have decreased (or vice versa). We are primarily interested in coherence at business cycle frequencies because of what it implies will be demanded of the policy makers; and of price and wage flexibility in particular. But short and long cycle coherences are important too, for their ability to transmit persistent or short term shocks, and whether the volatility transmitted by these linkages is short or long term in its effect.
a) Coherence among the two leaders: the US and China.
We first examine the coherence and gains, that is the cyclical association and spillover those of the early 1990s -again similarly to the China-US case, although this has happened more at the long and short cycles than in the business cycles. That suggests a change in the phase relationship. If there were such a change, then the strength of the coherence or gain must increase at some frequency, and decrease at another, while the change itself takes place.
Since we are not interested in the size of the leads or lags, only in their changes, we can limit our tests for changing phase shifts (and implied changes in product mix and supply dependence) to such events.
These results might therefore suggest a continuing linkage between China and the US, based on the assumed leadership of the US economy in the 1980s and 1990s. However that inference would be wrong because of the asymmetry in this linkage: the US to China linkage has a high coherence but a low gain, while the China to US linkage has low coherence but a high gain. Such asymmetries give us the pattern of dependency or leadership. In this case, it appears the US has the power to shape the cycle in China through her dominance of monetary (interest rates, supply of capital, exchange rates) and financial conditions; while China has the power to influence spillover effects onto the US (and hence the size of the cycle) through the 1978-80, 1991-92, 2002-04 . In those periods the coherence is clearly stronger at short cycles than at business or long cycle frequencies, and that this may be a developing trend.
This suggests an economy which is still linked to, or dependent upon, the US at least in bad times -presumably a reflection of her financial and investment links. These are not features that appear in the Taiwan results.
One interesting point to note is that both Hong Kong and Taiwan 
c) Between the Special Region Economies and China.
We now review the coherences between China and her two special regions. In both cases we only consider the case where China influences the Hong Kong or Taiwan economies; not the case where China is dependent on Hong Kong or Taiwan for which we could find no significant evidence.
10 Figure 16 shows the coherence between Hong Kong and China. At the beginning of the sample there is only coherence between the two for the trend cycle and at cycle lengths of 1.1 (6 quarters). But over time, and most obviously after the handover of Hong Kong in 1997, the coherence shows increases at all but the short cycle frequencies (those less than one year in length). Nevertheless those changes are concentrated at the trend or long cycles; and to a lesser extent at business cycle frequencies. Short cycle coherence is absent except at specific dates (1991, 1999, 2004, 2006) . This coherence diagram is a good example of convergence, in terms of the coincidence of movement due to longer term investment, trade and the trade in small spillover effects. Hong Kong is therefore subject to the existence and shape of a cycle generated in China; but she is able to influence, if not control the size of that cycle herself. Chinese manufactures consumed, in Taiwan; and as more Taiwanese equipment and investment goes to China. These developments would imply stronger phase shifts between these two economies, as can be seen from 2001 with the strengthening coherences, and especially gains, in the long and business cycle frequencies, at the expense of the short cycles.
So there are some similarities with Hong Kong: an increased power at those two frequencies would reflect an increased dependence on two-way network trade in components and manufactures, and an increased dependence of Taiwan on China for investment opportunities.
The fact that this is happening in an economy that is otherwise more closely integrated with the Chinese economy suggests that Taiwan is in transit. She once held a position similar to Hong Kong, but is now becoming part of a single Chinese economic zone. At this point, we reintroduce the two other economies which appear, from a parallel study of changing economic relationships across the Asia-Pacific area 11 , to be the next most closely linked to the Chinese economy. We do this to provide a contrast; to show that, although Chinese economic hegemony is expanding, it has not (yet) got to the point where these two economies can be considered part of the Chinese economic area in the same way that Taiwan Thus, while earlier results may have suggested the opposite, it is hard to argue that Malaysia really is part of an emerging bloc based on China. Given the falling coherence, the most that can be said is that she is a marginal, part-time member who flirted with that bloc but is now drifting away. The gains (figure 21), the impact of China on growth patterns in Malaysia, support that interpretation. These gains are very low and again falling, many times smaller than the effect of Japanese growth and no stronger than the impact of the US. Malaysia's role as supplier of components and materials to Japan therefore dominates. Moreover the gains and coherence with China remain focused at the short, long and business cycle frequencies;
no evidence of shifts in phase or in product structure there.
significant amount of volatility in the 1990s and during the Asian crisis. This coherence is therefore 4 or 5 times smaller than Malaysia's coherence with Japan, even if larger than her coherence with the US. And it is volatile and declining, unlike the coherence with Japan.
Thus, while earlier results may have suggested the opposite, it is hard to argue that Malaysia really is part of an emerging bloc based on China. Given the falling coherence, the most that can be said is that she is a marginal, part-time member who flirted with that bloc but is now drifting away. The gains (figure 21), the impact of China on growth patterns in Malaysia, support that interpretation. These gains are very low and again falling, many times smaller than the effect of Japanese growth and no stronger than the impact of the US. Malaysia's role as supplier of components and materials to Japan therefore dominates. Moreover the gains and coherence with China remain focused at the short, long and business cycle frequencies;
no evidence of shifts in phase or in product structure there. On the other hand, it is larger than the inter-bloc coherences with the US, Japan or Malaysia, and consistent with increasing investment and financial links to China since it appears at all frequencies. This looks to be an economy which is building up its links with China without having (yet) reduced those to the US or Japan. The gains (figure 23) show a similar picture: increasing across the board, albeit at a considerably lower level of 0.1, which is less than the spillovers from Japan but more than those from the US. Again, the even spread across frequencies suggest no shifts in phase or product structures which, given the increases in trade in manufactures in the region, and the small manufacturing sector in Singapore, must mean that these particular linkages are based on investment flows.
Conclusions
The contribution of this paper has been to examine the hypothesis that the economic links and leadership-dependency relationships in the Chinese economic area have changed over the past 20 years. We have used time-varying spectral methods to decompose the growth rates, and the linkages between them, of China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, the US, and two regional comparators (Malaysia, Singapore); and study the coherence, spillover effects, and some changes in leads, lags and product composition, at each cycle length. We find: This is an economy developing separately through specialisation and comparative advantage (in finance, investment, services). Taiwan's performance is a good deal closer to China's. The coherence and gains are now higher at long and business cycle frequencies than they were, but have fallen over time at short cycles. That denotes a shift in phase, and hence an industrial structure that is increasingly linked through network trade, components, and investment.
Hence Taiwan shows larger spillovers from China, partially hidden by the shifts in phase. 
